The working fluid selection is one of the most important issues faced when designing Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems. The choice of working fluid is dictated by different criteria. The most important of them are safety of use, impact on the environment, and physical and chemical parameters. The type of ORC system in which the working fluid is to be used and the type of expander applied in this system is also affecting the working fluid selection. Nowadays, volumetric expanders are increasingly used in ORC systems. In the case of volumetric expanders, in addition to the aforementioned working fluid selection criteria, additional parameters are considered during the selecting of the working fluid, such as the range of operating pressures and geometric dimensions (determining the volume of working chambers) affecting the achieved power and efficiency of the expander. This article presents a method of selecting a working medium for ORC systems using volumetric expanders. This method is based on the dimensionless rating parameters applied for the comparative analysis of different working fluids. Dimensionless parameters were defined for selected thermal properties of the working fluids, namely thermal capacity, mean temperature of evaporation, mean temperature of condensation, pressure and volumetric expansion ratio, volumetric expandability, as well as the heat of preheating, vaporization, superheating, cooling, and liquefaction. Moreover, isentropic expansion work was considered as the rating parameter. In this article, in addition to the working fluid selection method, computational examples related to the selection of the working fluid for the ORC system fed by a heat source featuring specified temperatures are presented. The results of calculations of rating parameters and their comparison gave an outlook on the selection of appropriate working fluids.
Introduction
The most important design and scientific problems connected with the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems design are suitable working fluid and expander selection [1] . Currently, there are many applicable working fluids available. An expander is often selected based on system power and its application. Two types of expansion machines (i.e., turbo and volumetric expanders) can be applied nowadays in ORC systems.
Turbo expanders are mainly applied in large power (1 MW and more) ORC systems harvesting the energy from the heat sources that have high thermal power and temperature (150 • C and more). Such heat sources (e.g., waste heat) are generated in large industrial power machinery, such as steam boilers (e.g., waste steam) or gas turbines (e.g., exhaust gases). In large power ORC systems, silicone oils (e.g., MM (hexamethyldisiloxane) or MDM (octamethyltrisoloxane)) are mainly adopted as working fluids [2] . Table 1 . Range of the working pressures, maximum, and typical pressure expansion ratios of different types of volumetric machines [13] [14] [15] . In the case of volumetric expanders, the obtained output power is dependent on the volumetric and pressure expansion ratio. This is one of the characteristic features of volumetric machinery. This issue was treated in more detail in [3] . Each type of volumetric expander also features the optimum range of the pressure expansion ratio. It is worth noting here that research and development works on novel variable expansion ratio volumetric expanders are ongoing. The examples are scroll machines with injection ports [22] [23] [24] , piston devices with controlled valves [25] , and screw machines with sliding ports [26] [27] [28] . In contrast to turbo expanders, volumetric machines are able to operate under poor Table 2 . The working fluids suitable for small-and low-power Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems with volumetric expanders [28] [29] [30] .
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No.
Working Working fluids can be described by well-known thermodynamic relations and parameters (e.g., equations of state, specific heat, heat of a phase change, or the thermodynamic functions). Additionally, different parameters can be defined for their description and analysis of applicability to specified conditions. The above-mentioned thermodynamic relations are presented in the form of algebraic or differential equations, tables, graphs, software, etc. Completeness of these data in the case of the substances listed in Table 2 , is very different, which does not facilitate the thermodynamic analyses. Figure 1 shows the T-s diagram for a low-boiling substance. The characteristic values of Energies 2020, 13 , 573 4 of 28 working fluid thermal properties are marked on this graph together with the ambient parameters. The different phases of the working fluid can, therefore, be highlighted, i.e., superheated vapor, moist vapor, and a liquid. Moreover, the area of the critical point (C r ), dry saturated vapor line (x = 1), boiling liquid line (x = 0), and pinch point (∆T pp ) can be marked. Working fluid pressure p(T a ) at ambient temperature (T a ) typically differs from the ambient pressure (p a ). The temperature of working fluid evaporation (T ev ) at ambient pressure (p a ) is one of the basic quantities describing the working fluid, just like the heat of condensation q c (p a ) (see isobar-isotherm e-f in Figure 1 ). The critical point parameters (p cr , T cr ) are other key parameters describing the working fluid. The value of critical pressure (p cr ) is a very important parameter defining the operating range of the power plant and organization of the cycle. The critical temperature (T cr ) determines the usefulness of a working fluid to be applied as a heat transfer fluid in a power plant. If T c < T a , it would not be possible to liquefy the vapor and pump the liquid, which are the basic processes of a vapor power plant operation. In the T-s graph, which is presented in Figure 1 , the power plant cycle (see red lines in Figure 1 ) and heat source cooling process (see navy blue line in Figure 1 ) were also visualized.
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The Method of Working Fluid Selection
The working fluid selection may be proceeded in many different ways depending on the accepted selection criteria. Different methods of working fluid selection are consciously developed and described in scientific papers, see [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Nowadays, environment protection is an important issue; therefore, many working fluids that were successfully applied in ORCs are being withdrawn (e.g., R11, R12, and others). The environmental impact of the working fluid should be considered during the assessment of the working fluid candidates. The thermal stability of the substance is also of great importance during the working fluid selection [54, 55] . However, to fit the working fluid to the ORC, the system selection should be based mainly on the thermal properties of the working fluid [3, 56, 57] . What is more, the thermal properties of the working fluid should be analyzed together with the heat source characteristics. The thermal power of a heat source that is feeding the ORC system, physical state and type (e.g., gas, liquid), and physical parameters (e.g., density, viscosity, specific heat capacity) of the heat source's working fluid (e.g., waste heat carrier) have a significant influence on the process of the heat supply to the ORC system. Therefore, the shape of a curve marked as 1-2, which is visualized in Figure 3 , may have a different course. For this reason, in addition to the analysis of phenomena that are occurring inside the ORC system (i.e., on low-boiling working fluid side), it is also important to analyze the phenomena that are occurring on the heat source side (i.e., related to heat source's working fluid). These problems are treated in further discussion. The starting point can be, for example, the course of the heat source cooling process. The heat source cooling process is usually isobaric; however, the course and rate of cooling can be different, and it depends on many different thermal properties of the heat source and working fluid (e.g., heat source temperature, heat capacity of the heat source, specific heat capacity of the working fluid, working fluid mass flow rate, number of heat receivers, etc.). Therefore, the different amounts of heat can be extracted from the heat source at different ranges of the temperature (this process is visualized in Figure 3 ). These amounts of heat can be presented graphically in a bar chart forming the heat source histogram (see Figure 4 ). Depending on the course and rate of the cooling process, different histograms can be obtained (see Figure 5 for histogram examples). 
The working fluid selection may be proceeded in many different ways depending on the accepted selection criteria. Different methods of working fluid selection are consciously developed and described in scientific papers, see [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Nowadays, environment protection is an important issue; therefore, many working fluids that were successfully applied in ORCs are being withdrawn (e.g., R11, R12, and others). The environmental impact of the working fluid should be considered during the assessment of the working fluid candidates. The thermal stability of the substance is also of great importance during the working fluid selection [54, 55] . However, to fit the working fluid to the ORC, the system selection should be based mainly on the thermal properties of the working fluid [3, 56, 57] . What is more, the thermal properties of the working fluid should be analyzed together with the heat source characteristics. The thermal power of a heat source that is feeding the ORC system, physical state and type (e.g., gas, liquid), and physical parameters (e.g., density, viscosity, specific heat capacity) of the heat source's working fluid (e.g., waste heat carrier) have a significant influence on the process of the heat supply to the ORC system. Therefore, the shape of a curve marked as 1-2, which is visualized in Figure 3 , may have a different course. For this reason, in addition to the analysis of phenomena that are occurring inside the ORC system (i.e., on low-boiling working fluid side), it is also important to analyze the phenomena that are occurring on the heat source side (i.e., related to heat source's working fluid). These problems are treated in further discussion. The starting point can be, for example, the course of the heat source cooling process. The heat source cooling process is usually isobaric; however, the course and rate of cooling can be different, and it depends on many different thermal properties of the heat source and working fluid (e.g., heat source temperature, heat capacity of the heat source, specific heat capacity of the working fluid, working fluid mass flow rate, number of heat receivers, etc.). Therefore, the different amounts of heat can be extracted from the heat source at different ranges of the temperature (this process is visualized in Figure 3 ). These amounts of heat can be presented graphically Energies 2020, 13, 573 6 of 28 in a bar chart forming the heat source histogram (see Figure 4 ). Depending on the course and rate of the cooling process, different histograms can be obtained (see Figure 5 for histogram examples).
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The course of the heat source cooling process is especially important in the case of assessment of the applicability of the working fluid for an ORC system employing a volumetric expander, which is treated in more detail in the following part of this paper. The course of the heat source cooling process is especially important in the case of assessment of the applicability of the working fluid for an ORC system employing a volumetric expander, which is treated in more detail in the following part of this paper. To trace the influence of the heat source cooling rate, course, and the shape of the histogram on the ORC system operating parameters and working fluid selection, the following assumptions will be accepted in further reasoning:
•
The process of heat extraction from the heat source is isobaric (such as presented in Figure 3 ), •
Working fluid vapor condensation is isobaric and occurs at condensation pressure p = p(Ta), where Ta ≈ Tc is ambient temperature, • Temperature difference between vapor and coolant in the condenser is negligible, •
The pressure expansion ratio is defined as σP = p(Thsa)/p(Tc), (where Thsa is the initial temperature of the heat source), •
The expansion process in the expander is isentropic, and the value of pressure expansion ratio σP can be any real number, •
The amount of working fluid circulating in the cycle is equal to 1 kg, •
The power needed for pump driving is negligible, • Expander is fed with vapor (liquid working fluid cannot be expanded).
For the above-listed assumptions, the following reasoning can be proceeded. The course of the heat source cooling process is especially important in the case of assessment of the applicability of the working fluid for an ORC system employing a volumetric expander, which is treated in more detail in the following part of this paper.
To trace the influence of the heat source cooling rate, course, and the shape of the histogram on the ORC system operating parameters and working fluid selection, the following assumptions will be accepted in further reasoning:
Working fluid vapor condensation is isobaric and occurs at condensation pressure p = p(T a ), where T a ≈ T c is ambient temperature, • Temperature difference between vapor and coolant in the condenser is negligible, •
The pressure expansion ratio is defined as σ P = p(T hsa )/p(T c ), (where T hsa is the initial temperature of the heat source), •
The expansion process in the expander is isentropic, and the value of pressure expansion ratio σ P can be any real number, •
For the above-listed assumptions, the following reasoning can be proceeded.
• If the heat source is cooled in the range of temperature T hs1 ∈ (T hsa , T hsa − ∆T), the obtained specific isentropic expansion work is equal to l EXS1 = h 1 − h 2s , Energies 2020, 13, 573 8 of 28
• If the heat source is cooled in the range of temperature T hs2 ∈ (T hsa − ∆T, T hsa − 2∆T), the obtained specific isentropic expansion work is equal to l EXS2 = h 1 − h 2s , •
If the heat source is cooled in the range of temperature T hsj ∈ (T hsa − (j − 1)∆T,T hsa − j∆T), the obtained specific isentropic expansion work is equal to
where ∆T is the constant drop of the heat source temperature (it can be equal to, for example, ∆T = 10K).
Therefore, the working fluid expansion can be proceeded for a given pressure expansion ratio (σ p ) value until the temperature of the working fluid is equal to (or lower) than the equilibrium temperature for the pressure p 1 = σ p· p(T a ). Then, obtained h j values can be visualized for a given σ P in the h = f(T hs ) graph.
By performing the calculations for different values of the pressure expansion ratio (σ P ), a l EXS = f(σ p ) graph can be obtained. For a given heat source l EXS = f(σ p ), a graph can be plotted for different working fluids. By comparing the obtained results, the optimum pressure expansion ratio and working fluid can be selected (taking as the selection criterion the obtained values of the isentropic expansion work). What is also important, if a volumetric expander is applied in an ORC system, the obtained optimum pressure expansion ratio should fit in the range of the optimum (typical) pressure expansion ratio valid for the selected type of volumetric expander (see Table 1 ). Calculations can be performed for various heat source characteristics and histograms (see Figure 5 ).
In addition to the above-described method, the applicability of the working fluid to the ORC system can be assessed based on the comparison of the other assessment parameters. Figure 6 , which is the basis for further considerations, shows the comparison of two ideal ORC power plant cycles (marked in blue and red lines) adopting two different low-boiling working fluids on the T-s plane. This graph is plotted with the assumption that both ORCs are supplied by the same heat source featuring the same heat supply temperature (T hs ). Moreover, it is assumed that both cycles are cooled by the same heat sink featuring the same condensation temperature (T c ), and one of the substances is treated as the reference. 
where ΔT is the constant drop of the heat source temperature (it can be equal to, for example, ΔT = 10K).
Therefore, the working fluid expansion can be proceeded for a given pressure expansion ratio (σp) value until the temperature of the working fluid is equal to (or lower) than the equilibrium temperature for the pressure p1 = σp·p(Ta). Then, obtained hj values can be visualized for a given σP in the h = f(Ths) graph.
By performing the calculations for different values of the pressure expansion ratio (σP), a lEXS = f(σp) graph can be obtained. For a given heat source lEXS = f(σp), a graph can be plotted for different working fluids. By comparing the obtained results, the optimum pressure expansion ratio and working fluid can be selected (taking as the selection criterion the obtained values of the isentropic expansion work). What is also important, if a volumetric expander is applied in an ORC system, the obtained optimum pressure expansion ratio should fit in the range of the optimum (typical) pressure expansion ratio valid for the selected type of volumetric expander (see Table 1 ). Calculations can be performed for various heat source characteristics and histograms (see Figure 5 ).
In addition to the above-described method, the applicability of the working fluid to the ORC system can be assessed based on the comparison of the other assessment parameters. Figure 6 , which is the basis for further considerations, shows the comparison of two ideal ORC power plant cycles (marked in blue and red lines) adopting two different low-boiling working fluids on the T-s plane. This graph is plotted with the assumption that both ORCs are supplied by the same heat source featuring the same heat supply temperature (Ths). Moreover, it is assumed that both cycles are cooled by the same heat sink featuring the same condensation temperature (Tc), and one of the substances is treated as the reference. Working fluids can be compared using different rating parameters or criteria. The comparison can be based on the environmental impact of the working fluids (i.e., toxicity, ODP, HGWP, etc.) or their thermal parameters. Thermal parameters of the working fluid are of great importance from the design point of view, having an impact on the ORC system power, efficiency, and quality of operation. Particularly important thermal parameters of the working fluid are:
Heat of evaporation (i.e., preheating, vaporization, and superheating); •
Heat of condensation (i.e., cooling and liquefying); • Pressure expansion ratio (i.e., pressure drop of the working fluid during expansion in the expander); • Volumetric expansion ratio (i.e., change of specific volume of the working fluid during expansion in the expander); • Volumetric expandability (i.e., the change of specific volume of the working fluid during the evaporation).
In the following, some dimensionless rating parameters, which can be applied for the comparison of two different workings using the above-listed thermal parameters, are defined. In addition to these rating parameters, it is necessary to state the following assumptions needed to carry out the comparison (see Figure 6 for details):
•
The temperature of the heat source and the heat sink is the same for both working fluids; • Temperature of working fluid chemical decomposition is lower than the temperature of the heat source (for both of the analyzed working fluids); • One of the working fluids is treated as the reference substance.
The Influence of the Working Fluid Thermal Capacity
The working fluid selection, which is based on the comparison of thermal capacities of the working fluids can be, for example, proceeded if a quick heat source cooling is the priority of the ORC system operation. The rating parameter can be defined by the relation The comparison of two different working fluids and two different ORC cycles using the ψ TC parameter gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid that features a larger thermal capacity within the fixed parameters of the heat source, i.e., the working fluid in which the application can improve the cooling rate of the heat source and thus increase the amount of heat that is extracted from the heat source.
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The Influence of the Mean Temperature of the Working Fluid Evaporation
The temperature of the working fluid evaporation strongly influences the thermal efficiency of the ORC system; therefore, it is an important property from the working fluid selection point of view. The rating parameter can be defined by the equation
where T mhs ORC1 is the mean temperature of the evaporation (and heat supply) in the compared cycle, T mhs ORC2 is the mean temperature of the evaporation (and heat supply) in the reference cycle, q ph is the heat of the working fluid preheating, q b is the heat of the working fluid vaporization, q sh is the heat of the working fluid superheating, ∆s is the change of the working fluid specific entropy during the preheating, evaporation, and superheating.
The comparison of two different working fluids and two different ORC cycles using the ψ TME parameter gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid that would enable harvesting of heat from the heat source at the highest possible mean heat extraction temperature T mhs (i.e., the working fluid in which the application would improve the ORC system efficiency).
The process of the working fluid evaporation is composed of the consecutive processes of preheating, boiling, and superheating. The amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to preheat the liquid working fluid to the starting point of the evaporation (see point a in Figure 1 ), to evaporate the liquid working fluid in the range of 0 < x < 1 (see line between points a and b in Figure 1 ) and to superheat the vapor of the working fluid (see line between points b and 1 in Figure 1 ) at a fixed heat source temperature (T hs ) may vary for different working fluids.
In some ORCs, preheaters (regenerators) or coolers are applied (in the case of steam power plants also super heaters); therefore, the rating parameters should also be defined for these processes.
The rating parameter for preheating of the working fluid can be defined by the equation
where q PH1 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to preheat the working fluid in the compared cycle, q PH2 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to preheat the working fluid in the reference cycle. The rating parameter for vaporization of the working fluid can be defined by the equation
where q V1 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to vaporize the working fluid in the compared cycle, q V2 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to vaporize the working fluid in the reference cycle. The rating parameter for superheating of the working fluid can be defined by the equation
where q SH1 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to superheat the working fluid in the compared cycle, q SH2 is the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to superheat the working fluid in the reference cycle. The comparison of the different working fluids and different ORC cycles using ψ PH , ψ V, and ψ SH rating parameters gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid that would limit the amount of heat needed to be extracted from the heat source to preheat, evaporate, and eventually superheat the working fluid and thus to minimize the heat transfer area and dimensions of the applied preheater, evaporator, and superheater.
The Influence of the Mean Temperature of Working Fluid Condensation
The temperature of condensation also strongly influences the thermal efficiency of the ORC system; therefore, it is an important parameter from the working fluid selection point of view. The rating parameter can be defined by the equation
where T mhs ORC1 is the mean temperature of the condensation in the compared cycle, T mhs ORC2 is the mean temperature of the condensation in the reference cycle, q c is the heat of working fluid cooling, q l is the heat of the working fluid liquefaction, ∆s c is the change in the working fluid specific entropy during cooling and liquefaction.
The comparison of two different working fluids and two different ORCs using the ψ TMC parameter gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid that will reject heat at the lowest possible heat rejection temperature T c ≈ T a , i.e., the working fluid that will allow to lower the temperature of the heat sink and, therefore, increase the ORC system efficiency.
The process of the working fluid condensation is composed of the consecutive processes of cooling and liquefying. Rating parameters can also be defined for these sequential processes.
The amount of heat needed to be rejected from the working fluid to heat sink, to cool the vapor of the working fluid in the range of vapor quality of 0 < x < 1 (see line between points 2 and c in Figure 1 ), and to liquefy the working fluid vapor (see line between points c and 3 in Figure 1 ) at a fixed heat sink temperature (T c ) may vary for different working fluids.
The rating parameter for cooling of the working fluid vapor can be defined by the equation
where q s1 is the amount of heat that has to be rejected from the working fluid to the heat sink to cool the working fluid in the compared cycle, q s2 is the amount of heat that has to be rejected from the working fluid to the heat sink to cool the working fluid in the reference cycle. The rating parameter for liquefying the working fluid vapor can be defined by the equation
Energies 2020, 13, 573 12 of 28 where q L1 is the amount of heat that has to be rejected from the working fluid to heat sink to liquefy the working fluid in the compared cycle, q L2 is the amount of heat that has to be rejected from the working fluid to the heat sink to liquefy the working fluid in the reference cycle. The comparison of the different working fluids and different ORCs using the ψ TMC , ψ C , and ψ L rating parameters gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid that will limit the amount of heat needed to be rejected from the working fluid to heat sink to cool and liquefy the working fluid vapor and thus to lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the applied cooler and condenser.
The Influence of the Pressure and Volumetric Expansion Ratio
The pressure and volumetric expansion ratio are important rating parameters influencing the pressure range in the cycle and operating conditions of the applied expander.
Pressure expansion ratio is given by the equation
where p 1 is the working fluid pressure at the inlet to the expander, p 2 is the working fluid pressure at the outlet from the expander. The volumetric expansion ratio is given by the equation
where v 1 is the specific volume of the working fluid at the inlet to the expander, v 2 is the specific volume of the working fluid at the outlet from the expander. The pressure expansion ratio σ p describes the variation of the working fluid pressure during the expansion in the expander. This parameter can be applied for comparative analyses of the working fluids in terms of decreasing the pressure difference in the cycle and, in this way, simplifying the technical design of the ORC system (i.e., a lower pressure difference in the cycle means simpler sealing or thinner tubes can be applied). This parameter can also be used for selecting the volumetric expander in an ORC system using a specific working fluid and specific heat source and heat sink.
The volumetric expansion ratio σ v describes the variation of the working fluid specific volume during the expansion in the expander. This parameter can be applied for comparative analyses of the working fluids in terms of increasing the specific volume of the working fluid during the expansion process. It may also be applied for selecting the volumetric expander in an ORC system using specified working fluid and a specified heat source and heat sink.
The Influence of the Volumetric Expandability of the Working Fluid during the Evaporation
The volumetric expandability of the working fluid during evaporation is another important parameter that has an influence on the selection of the volumetric expander in an ORC system. Volumetric expanders are usually characterized by a specified vapor consumption, which depends on the geometrical dimensions of the expander and rotational speed of the rotor (or shaft), i.e., the cycle frequency. Volumetric expandability can be described by the equation
where v 1 is the specific volume of the working fluid at the outlet of the evaporator, v 4 is the specific volume of the working fluid at the inlet to the evaporator.
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The comparison of the different working fluids and different ORC cycles using the σ V parameter gives the opportunity of selecting the working fluid for a specific volumetric expander or selecting the volumetric expander in a specified ORC system working with specified working fluid. This parameter can be useful for comparative analysis of working fluids in terms of the increase of the specific volume of the working fluid, i.e., the amount of vapor that can be obtained via evaporation of 1 kg of liquid working fluid.
In addition to the above-mentioned rating parameters, it is possible to define others related to, for example, critical parameters of the working fluids or their thermal properties, such as thermal conductivity, kinematic viscosity, thermal capacity, and others. However, these parameters will not be analyzed in the present study.
The above-defined rating parameters can be treated together as the working fluid selection method and applied for comparative selection of the working fluid for the ORC system, if the thermal characteristics of the heat source and the heat sink (namely the heat source and the heat sink temperatures) are known. The selection is based on the obtained maximum or minimum values of the rating parameters. Moreover, based on the comparison of the calculated parameters and the values of the expansion ratios, as well as the values of specific expansion work, it is possible to select a suitable volumetric expander for an ORC system.
The weight and importance of the rating parameters are always connected with the application of the ORC system. For example, if an ORC system is applied for cooling the machines and extracting heat from cooling mediums (e.g., in the case of internal combustion engines), heat removal from the cooling medium is the priority. Therefore, the most important rating parameter, in this case, will be the thermal capacity parameter (ψ TC ), and the maximum value of this parameter should be treated as the priority during the selection of the expander and working fluid.
In the following paragraph, a comparative analysis of selected working fluids using the above-described method is presented.
Comparative Analysis of the Working Fluids
The Analysis of the Influence of the Heat Source Characteristic and Histogram on the Pressure Expansion Ratio and the Obtained Isentropic Expansion Work
The analysis of the influence of the heat source characteristic and histogram on the pressure expansion ratio and the obtained isentropic expansion work was performed for histograms presented in Figure 5a -d. For the sake of clarity of the presented results, four working fluids (i.e., R123, R124, R134a, and R245fa) were selected for this comparison from the working fluids listed in Table 2 . Calculations were performed for the following assumptions:
Heat source temperature varies in the range of t hs = 40-150 • C, • Specific heat, which is supplied to the ORC system from the heat source, is calculated using the
Heat sink temperature is equal to t c = 20 • C,
• Theoretical efficiency of the ORC cycle is calculated using the relation
• Specific isentropic expansion work is calculated using the relation l EXS = q + ORC /η ORC , •
Heat source histograms have a course such as that presented in Figure 5a -d.
It should be reminded here again that each type of the volumetric expander features a specific highest value and optimum range of pressure expansion ratio σ P (this parameter is also dependent on the design of the machine, i.e., its geometrical dimensions) for which the expander reaches the highest efficiency and power. The operational parameters of the expander should be kept in the range enabling the exploitation of the machine within the optimum range of the pressure expansion ratio. This issue was treated in more detail in [3, 4] . For example, in the case of a multi-vane expander, it was reported in [57, 58] that the highest internal efficiency is achieved for the value of σ P ≈ 5, and further increasing of the pressure expansion ratio has no effect on the expanders' internal efficiency. Examples of the influence of the pressure expansion ratio and rotational speed of the expander shaft on the expander power output are presented in Figure 7 . As can be seen from this Figure, each curve has a visible maximum within a different range of rotational speed and pressure expansion ratio. Therefore, in order to keep the proper expander operating conditions and high values of the efficiency and power output, the machine operational parameters (i.e., rotational speed, pressure expansion ratio) should be regulated in a way that will enable to keep their values in a range located near the curve maximum.
It should be reminded here again that each type of the volumetric expander features a specific highest value and optimum range of pressure expansion ratio σP (this parameter is also dependent on the design of the machine, i.e., its geometrical dimensions) for which the expander reaches the highest efficiency and power. The operational parameters of the expander should be kept in the range enabling the exploitation of the machine within the optimum range of the pressure expansion ratio. This issue was treated in more detail in [3, 4] . For example, in the case of a multi-vane expander, it was reported in [57, 58] that the highest internal efficiency is achieved for the value of σP ≈ 5, and further increasing of the pressure expansion ratio has no effect on the expanders' internal efficiency. Examples of the influence of the pressure expansion ratio and rotational speed of the expander shaft on the expander power output are presented in Figure 7 . As can be seen from this Figure, each curve has a visible maximum within a different range of rotational speed and pressure expansion ratio. Therefore, in order to keep the proper expander operating conditions and high values of the efficiency and power output, the machine operational parameters (i.e., rotational speed, pressure expansion ratio) should be regulated in a way that will enable to keep their values in a range located near the curve maximum. As reported in Table 1 , each volumetric expander features the maximum value of the pressure expansion ratio (reaching σp = 200 for piston expanders). However, to the knowledge of the author, piston expanders reaching such a high pressure expansion ratio are not yet successfully applied in ORC systems. Therefore, in the following considerations, the obtained calculation results are limited to the value of σp = 15, which is the typical value of the highest pressure expansion ratio obtained experimentally in volumetric expanders that are successfully applied in commercial and research ORC units (i.e., screw, scroll, and multi-vane expanders). Figure 8 visualizes the variation of the isentropic expansion work for different characteristics of the heat source (i.e., histograms). As reported in Table 1 , each volumetric expander features the maximum value of the pressure expansion ratio (reaching σ p = 200 for piston expanders). However, to the knowledge of the author, piston expanders reaching such a high pressure expansion ratio are not yet successfully applied in ORC systems. Therefore, in the following considerations, the obtained calculation results are limited to the value of σ p = 15, which is the typical value of the highest pressure expansion ratio obtained experimentally in volumetric expanders that are successfully applied in commercial and research ORC units (i.e., screw, scroll, and multi-vane expanders). Figure 8 visualizes the variation of the isentropic expansion work for different characteristics of the heat source (i.e., histograms). Figure 8a is valid for the histogram presented in Figure 5a . In the analyzed range of the pressure expansion ratio, the highest values of the isentropic expansion work are obtained for R123 (with the maximum value obtained for a pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 6.5). For R134a, R124, and R245fa, the highest values of the isentropic expansion work were obtained for the pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 3.5, σ p ≈ 4.8, and σ p ≈ 15, correspondingly. Similar results (see Figure 8b) were obtained for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5b .
Different shapes of the characteristics (see Figure 8c ) were obtained for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5c . The highest value of isentropic expansion work was obtained for R123 and the pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 15. For R134a, R124, and R245fa, the highest values of the isentropic expansion work were obtained for the pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 5, σ p ≈ 10, and σ p ≈ 15, respectively. Figure 8d visualizes the characteristics obtained for the heat source characteristics presented in Figure 5d . The highest values of isentropic expansion work are obtained for the pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 9, σ p ≈ 15, σ p ≈ 4, and σ p ≈ 6 for R123, R245fa, R134a, and R124, respectively. Therefore, if the highest value of the isentropic expansion work would be considered as the main working fluid selection criterion and the multi-vane expander would be considered as the prime mover in the ORC system, R123 (in the case of heat source histograms presented in Figure 5a ,b) and R134a (in the case of heat source histograms presented in Figure 5c 
The Comparative Analysis of the Working Fluids Using Rating Parameters
In the following part of this section, the comparative analysis of the working fluids using the rating parameters described in Sections 3.2-3.5 is presented. The analysis was performed for working fluids listed in Table 2 according to the process layout visualized in Figure 6 . The values of thermal properties of the working fluids (i.e., specific enthalpy, specific entropy, etc.) were calculated using the CoolProp software.
The following assumptions were accepted for calculations:
• Cycle is evaporative, and superheating is not applied, •
Temperature of the heat source ranges between 40 °C and 150 °C, • Expander internal efficiency is equal to ηi = 0.7, which is a typical mean value of volumetric expander internal efficiency [29] , • Temperature of the heat sink is equal to tc = 20 °C, •
The reference substance is R123, which was selected based on the positive results of experiments on this working fluid, which were conducted by the author using the test-stands described in [29, 30] , Figure 8 . The variation of isentropic expansion work vs. pressure expansion ratio: (a) graph valid for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5a ; (b) graph valid for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5b ; (c) graph valid for heat source histogram presented in Figure 5c ; (d) graph valid for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5d .
By a comparative analysis of the results, which are visualized in Figure 8 , the working fluid can be selected for the ORC system employing a specified volumetric expander, or a volumetric expander can be selected for the ORC system utilizing a specified working fluid. For example, as was previously stated, the optimum pressure expansion ratio ranges between four and five for multi-vane expanders that are applied in ORCs.
Therefore, if the highest value of the isentropic expansion work would be considered as the main working fluid selection criterion and the multi-vane expander would be considered as the prime mover in the ORC system, R123 (in the case of heat source histograms presented in Figure 5a ,b) and R134a (in the case of heat source histograms presented in Figure 5c,d) are the working fluids in which the application should potentially result in the highest expander power.
Temperature of the heat source ranges between 40 • C and 150 • C, • Expander internal efficiency is equal to η i = 0.7, which is a typical mean value of volumetric expander internal efficiency [29] , • Temperature of the heat sink is equal to t c = 20 • C, •
The reference substance is R123, which was selected based on the positive results of experiments on this working fluid, which were conducted by the author using the test-stands described in [29, 30] , •
ORC system is operating as the power plant (i.e., there is no heat generated for central heating), •
Heat losses in the ORC system are negligible.
The earlier defined rating parameters (i.e., ψ TC , ψ TME , ψ PH , ψ V , ψ TMC , ψ C , ψ L ) together with the pressure and volumetric expansion ratio (σ P , σ VEX ), volumetric expandability (σ V ), efficiency of the cycle (η ORC ), and expander specific work (l EX ) were calculated for each of the above-mentioned working fluids. ψ SH was not calculated because superheating is not considered in the present study. The results of these calculations are visualized in Figures 9-19 . For the same reason as in the case of Figures 8-19 are limited to the value of σ p = 15. For the other working fluids, the obtained ORC system efficiency is lower than in the case of R123. The variation of ORC system efficiency vs. heat source temperature, which is presented in Figure 9b , shows that the maximum value of the ORC system efficiency is obtained for R141b in the considered range of heat source temperature. For example, if a multi-vane machine is selected as the expander, thence within the range of optimum pressure expansion ratio of these machines, the highest efficiency of the ORC system (ranging between 10% and 11%) was achieved for R290. Figure 10a visualizes the variation of specific expansion work (lex) vs. the pressure expansion Therefore, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid (see process 4-a in Figure 1 ) and, therefore, to limit the heat transfer area and dimensions of the preheater, these working fluids are promising. For some working fluids analyzed (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even two or three times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.), these working fluids would be promising in that case. Therefore, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid (see process 4-a in Figure 1 ) and, therefore, to limit the heat transfer area and dimensions of the preheater, these working fluids are promising. For some working fluids analyzed (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even two or three times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.), these working fluids would be promising in that case.
(a) (b) Figure 11 . The variation of the ψ PH parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature: (a) ψ PH = f(σ P ); (b) ψ PH = f(t hs ). Figure 12 shows the variation of the ψTC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 12a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 12b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψTC < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat required for the working fluid phase transition (liquid-gas) to proceed (see process 4-b in Figure 1 ), these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids analyzed (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even two times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.) these working fluids would be promising in that case. Figure 13 shows the variation of the ψTME rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 13a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 13b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψTME < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Therefore, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be lowering the heat source temperature (i.e., cooling the heat source) during the liquid-gas phase transition of the working fluid (see process 4-a in Figure 1 ), these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids (R141b, R290, and R142b), the mean temperature of heat supply is higher than for R123 (ψTME > 1). If the purpose of the ORC system operation is heat extraction from the heat source at possibly high temperatures, these working fluids are promising in that case. Figure 13 . The variation of ψTME parameter vs. pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature:
(a) ψTME = f(σP); (b) ψTME = f(ths). Figure 14 shows the variation of the ψV rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 14a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 14b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψV < 1) were achieved for R1234yf and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the main criterion of working fluid selection would be lowering the heat amount that is required to evaporate the working fluid (see process a-b in Figure  1 ) and, therefore, to lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the evaporator, these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even 1.5-2 times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as Figure 13 . The variation of ψ TME parameter vs. pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature: (a) ψ TME = f(σ P ); (b) ψ TME = f(t hs ). Figure 15a visualizes the variation of the volumetric expansion ratio σVEX vs. the pressure expansion ratio. The volumetric expansion ratio is an important design parameter of the volumetric expander that has an influence on the machine dimensions and volume of the working chambers in a way that determines the gas flow capacity of a machine. Figure 16 shows the variation of the volumetric expandability σV vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 16a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 16b ). In the case of volumetric machines, the volumetric flow of gas at the Figure 15a visualizes the variation of the volumetric expansion ratio σVEX vs. the pressure expansion ratio. The volumetric expansion ratio is an important design parameter of the volumetric expander that has an influence on the machine dimensions and volume of the working chambers in a way that determines the gas flow capacity of a machine. Figure 16 shows the variation of the volumetric expandability σV vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 16a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 16b ). In the case of volumetric machines, the volumetric flow of gas at the Energies 2020, 13, 573 20 of 28 level in order to provide the continuity of machine operation and optimum operating conditions (rotational speed, efficiency, and power output). Therefore, this parameter should be maximized in the case of ORCs employing volumetric expanders. The highest values of this parameter (σV = 50-270) were achieved for R113, R365mfc, and R141b in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Figure 17 shows the variation of the ψTMC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 17a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 17b ). Figure 17 shows the variation of the ψTMC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 17a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 17b ). of a bar graph (the graph is valid only for the assumed constant temperature of the heat sink, i.e., tc = 20 °C). The lowest values of this parameter (ψL < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the ORC system operating parameters. Thus, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat rejected from the gas during cooling (see process 2-c in Figure 1 ) and additionally limiting the heat transfer area and dimensions of the system cooler, these working fluids are promising in that case. Figure 18 . The variation of the ψL rating parameter (graph is valid for the heat sink temperature of tc = 20 °C). Figure 19 shows the variation of the ψC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 19a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 19b ).
The lowest values of this parameter (ψC < 1) were achieved for R134a, R142b, R152a, R290, and R124 in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat rejected by the working fluid during condensation (see process c-3 in Figure 1 ) and additionally limiting the heat transfer area and dimensions of the system condenser, these working fluids are promising in that case.
Summary
The first set of calculations was related to the working fluid selection, which is based on the variation of isentropic expansion work vs. the pressure expansion ratio σP and characteristic (i.e., histogram) of the heat source. If the highest value of isentropic expansion work would be considered as the main working fluid selection criterion, R123 seems to be a promising working fluid reaching the highest values of the expansion work in a wide range of the studied conditions and for all characteristics of the heat source. For other working fluids studied, the obtained values of isentropic expansion work are lower than in the case of R123. However, if additional working fluid selection criteria (which are related to the type of the applied volumetric expander and its design, such as pressure expansion ratio) are considered, then calculation results proved that other working fluids are also promising in the case of different types of volumetric expanders. Differences are related to The second set of calculations was related to the comparative analysis of the working fluids based on the defined rating parameters (ψTC, ψTME, ψPH, ψV, ψTMC, ψC, ψL) together with pressure and the volumetric expansion ratio (σP, σVEX), volumetric expandability (σV), efficiency of the cycle (ηORC), and specific expansion work (lEX). R123 was selected as the reference substance based on the positive results of experiments on this working fluid, which were proceeded by the author using the teststands and the results of the first part of calculations. The values of the rating parameters were calculated for 20 selected working fluids (see Table 2 ). Obtained results were then plotted in figures and compared. It was found that some of the analyzed working fluids have better thermal properties than the reference R123, i.e.,
•
Highest values of the ORC system efficiency were obtained for R142b. However, it was found that the application of R290, R600a, R152a, R124, R114, R1234ze, R1234yf, R227ea can also result in a higher cycle efficiency than in the case of R123.
Highest values of the specific expansion work were obtained for R601a. Moreover, it was found that the application of R290, R600a, R142b, R141b, R245fa, R245ca, R134a, R1234yf, R365mfc, and R1234ze can also result in higher values of the specific expansion work than R123, which means that at the same working fluid mass flow rate through the expander, a higher expander power can be obtained using these working fluids compared to R123. Figure 9a shows the variation of ORC system efficiency vs. pressure expansion ratio. The highest efficiency (ca. 14%) was achieved for R142b and a pressure expansion ratio of σ p ≈ 12.5. Lower (but higher than in the case of R123) values of ORC system efficiency were obtained for R290, R600a, R152a, R124, R114, R1234ze, R1234yf, R227ea.
For the other working fluids, the obtained ORC system efficiency is lower than in the case of R123. The variation of ORC system efficiency vs. heat source temperature, which is presented in Figure 9b , shows that the maximum value of the ORC system efficiency is obtained for R141b in the considered range of heat source temperature. For example, if a multi-vane machine is selected as the expander, thence within the range of optimum pressure expansion ratio of these machines, the highest efficiency of the ORC system (ranging between 10% and 11%) was achieved for R290. Figure 10a visualizes the variation of specific expansion work (l ex ) vs. the pressure expansion ratio. The highest value (ca. 70 kJ/kg) of specific expansion work was obtained for R601a and pressure expansion ratio σ p ≈ 15. Lower (but higher than in the case of R123) values of expansion work were obtained for R290, R600a, R142b, R141b, R245fa, R245ca, R134a, R1234yf, R365mfc, and R1234ze, which means that at the same working fluid mass flow rate through the expander, a higher power of the expander can be obtained using these working fluids compared to R123. For other working fluids, obtained values of isentropic expansion work were lower than for R123. The variation of expansion work vs. temperature of the heat source, which is presented in Figure 10b , shows that the highest value of specific expansion work is achieved for R601a in the considered range of heat source temperature. For example, if a multi-vane machine is selected as the expander, then within the range of the optimum pressure expansion ratio of these machines, the highest value of isentropic expansion work ranges between 35 and 40 kJ/kg and is obtained for R290 and R601a, correspondingly. Figure 11 shows the variation of the ψ PH rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 11a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 11b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψ PH < 1) were achieved for R113 and R114 in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature.
Therefore, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid (see process 4-a in Figure 1 ) and, therefore, to limit the heat transfer area and dimensions of the preheater, these working fluids are promising. For some working fluids analyzed (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even two or three times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.), these working fluids would be promising in that case. Figure 12 shows the variation of the ψ TC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 12a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 12b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψ TC < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature.
Thus, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat required for the working fluid phase transition (liquid-gas) to proceed (see process 4-b in Figure 1 ), these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids analyzed (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even two times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.) these working fluids would be promising in that case. Figure 13 shows the variation of the ψ TME rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 13a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 13b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψ TME < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Therefore, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be lowering the heat source temperature (i.e., cooling the heat source) during the liquid-gas phase transition of the working fluid (see process 4-a in Figure 1 ), these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids (R141b, R290, and R142b), the mean temperature of heat supply is higher than for R123 (ψ TME > 1). If the purpose of the ORC system operation is heat extraction from the heat source at possibly high temperatures, these working fluids are promising in that case. Figure 14 shows the variation of the ψ V rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 14a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 14b ). The lowest values of this parameter (ψ V < 1) were achieved for R1234yf and R227ea in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the main criterion of working fluid selection would be lowering the heat amount that is required to evaporate the working fluid (see process a-b in Figure 1 ) and, therefore, to lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the evaporator, these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids (R600a, R601a, and R290), the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid is even 1.5-2 times bigger than in the case of R123. For example, if the main application purpose of the ORC system is to exploit the heat source as much as possible Energies 2020, 13, 573 23 of 28 (e.g., in the case of ORC application for waste heat recovery from piston engine cooling systems, etc.), these working fluids would be promising in that case. Figure 15a visualizes the variation of the volumetric expansion ratio σ VEX vs. the pressure expansion ratio. The volumetric expansion ratio is an important design parameter of the volumetric expander, which has an influence on the machine dimensions and volume of the working chambers in a way that determines the gas flow capacity of a machine. Figure 15a visualizes the variation of the volumetric expansion ratio σ VEX vs. the pressure expansion ratio. The volumetric expansion ratio is an important design parameter of the volumetric expander that has an influence on the machine dimensions and volume of the working chambers in a way that determines the gas flow capacity of a machine. Figure 16 shows the variation of the volumetric expandability σ V vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 16a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 16b ). In the case of volumetric machines, the volumetric flow of gas at the inlet to the expander is related to machines' gas flow capacity and should be kept at the required level in order to provide the continuity of machine operation and optimum operating conditions (rotational speed, efficiency, and power output). Therefore, this parameter should be maximized in the case of ORCs employing volumetric expanders. The highest values of this parameter (σ V = 50-270) were achieved for R113, R365mfc, and R141b in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Figure 17 shows the variation of the ψ TMC rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 17a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 17b ).
The lowest values of this parameter (ψ TMC < 1) were achieved for R290, R1234yf, R124, and R142b in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be to lower the heat sink temperature, these working fluids are promising in that case. For some working fluids (RC318, R601a, and R365mfc), the average temperature of heat rejection is higher than for R123 (ψ TMC > 1). Therefore, if the main criterion of working fluid selection would be to increase the temperature of the heat sink, these working fluids are promising in that case. Figure 18 shows the variation of the ψ L rating parameter for analyzed working fluids in the form of a bar graph (the graph is valid only for the assumed constant temperature of the heat sink, i.e., t c = 20 • C). The lowest values of this parameter (ψ L < 1) were achieved for RC318 and R227ea in the considered range of the ORC system operating parameters. Thus, if the main criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat rejected from the gas during cooling (see process 2-c in Figure 1 ) and additionally limiting the heat transfer area and dimensions of the system cooler, these working fluids are promising in that case. Figure 19 shows the variation of the ψ C rating parameter vs. the pressure expansion ratio (see Figure 19a ) and temperature of the heat source (see Figure 19b ).
The lowest values of this parameter (ψ C < 1) were achieved for R134a, R142b, R152a, R290, and R124 in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio and heat source temperature. Thus, if the criterion of the working fluid selection would be limiting the amount of heat rejected by the working fluid during condensation (see process c-3 in Figure 1 ) and additionally limiting the heat transfer area and dimensions of the system condenser, these working fluids are promising in that case.
Summary
The first set of calculations was related to the working fluid selection, which is based on the variation of isentropic expansion work vs. the pressure expansion ratio σ P and characteristic (i.e., histogram) of the heat source. If the highest value of isentropic expansion work would be considered as the main working fluid selection criterion, R123 seems to be a promising working fluid reaching the highest values of the expansion work in a wide range of the studied conditions and for all characteristics of the heat source. For other working fluids studied, the obtained values of isentropic expansion work are lower than in the case of R123. However, if additional working fluid selection criteria (which are related to the type of the applied volumetric expander and its design, such as pressure expansion ratio) are considered, then calculation results proved that other working fluids are also promising in the case of different types of volumetric expanders. Differences are related to the heat source characteristics. For example, if the highest value of the isentropic expansion work would be considered as the working fluid selection criterion and the multi-vane expander (featuring the optimum pressure expansion ratio of 4-5) as the prime mover of the ORC system, R123 (for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5a ,b) and R134a (for the heat source histogram presented in Figure 5c,d) are the working fluids in which the application should potentially result in the highest obtained expander power.
The second set of calculations was related to the comparative analysis of the working fluids based on the defined rating parameters (ψ TC , ψ TME , ψ PH , ψ V , ψ TMC , ψ C , ψ L ) together with pressure and the volumetric expansion ratio (σ P , σ VEX ), volumetric expandability (σ V ), efficiency of the cycle (η ORC ), and specific expansion work (l EX ). R123 was selected as the reference substance based on the positive results of experiments on this working fluid, which were proceeded by the author using the test-stands and the results of the first part of calculations. The values of the rating parameters were calculated for 20 selected working fluids (see Table 2 ). Obtained results were then plotted in figures and compared. It was found that some of the analyzed working fluids have better thermal properties than the reference R123, i.e.,
•
Highest values of the specific expansion work were obtained for R601a. Moreover, it was found that the application of R290, R600a, R142b, R141b, R245fa, R245ca, R134a, R1234yf, R365mfc, and R1234ze can also result in higher values of the specific expansion work than R123, which means that at the same working fluid mass flow rate through the expander, a higher expander power can be obtained using these working fluids compared to R123.
Application of RC318 and R227ea can limit the required amount of heat that is needed to be supplied to the working fluid from the heat source to perform the liquid-gas phase transition.
The obtained results showed that by the application of R600a, R601a, and R290, the amount of required heat can be increased, which can be important if the application of the ORC system for cooling machines or devices is considered. • By the application of RC318 and R227ea, it is possible to lower the temperature of the heat source (i.e., mean temperature of the heat supply) during the liquid-gas phase transition more rapidly compared to R123. It was also found that by the application of R141b, R290, and R142b, it is possible to extract heat from the heat source at higher temperatures compared to R123. • By the application of R113 and R114, the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid can be limited compared to R123, and therefore, the heat transfer area and dimensions of the preheater can be lowered. On the other hand, the application of R600a, R601a, and R290 can increase the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid, which can be important if the application of the ORC system for cooling machines or devices is considered. • By the application of R1234yf and R227ea, it is possible to limit the amount of heat required to evaporate the working fluid and, therefore, lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the evaporator compared to R123. On the other hand, the application of R600a, R601a, and R290 can increase the amount of heat required to preheat the working fluid, which can be important when the application of an ORC system for cooling machines or devices is considered.
The lowest values of the volumetric expansion ratio were obtained for R1234yf and R227ea, while the maximum values were achieved for R152a and R141b in the considered range of the pressure expansion ratio. In the considered range of the heat source temperature, the lowest values of this parameter were obtained for R365mfc, R113, and R245ca, while the maximum values were achieved for R152a and R600a. The value of this parameter can be minimized (if a smaller expander is needed) or maximized (if a larger expander is needed).
The highest values of volumetric expandability (high values of which are positive if a volumetric machine is considered as the ORC expander) were obtained for R113, R365mfc, and R141b.
By the application of R290, R1234yf, R124, and R142b, it is possible to lower the temperature (i.e., mean temperature of the working fluid liquefaction) of the heat source during the gas-liquid phase transition more rapidly compared to R123. By the application of RC318, R601a, and R365mfc, it is possible to reject heat at higher temperatures compared to R123. • By the application of RC318 and R227ea, it is possible to limit the amount of heat that is required to cool the gaseous working fluid and, therefore, lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the cooler compared to R123.
By the application of R134a, R142b, R152a, R290, and R124, it is possible to limit the amount of heat that is required to liquify the working fluid vapor and, therefore, lower the heat transfer area and dimensions of the condenser compared to R123.
Summary and Conclusions
This study presents the comparative method of the working fluid selection for an ORC system powered by a low temperature heat source and employing a volumetric expander. This method is based on a comparison of the selected thermal properties of working fluids by the application of the rating parameters describing the following thermal properties of the working fluids: the working fluid thermal capacity, mean temperature of evaporation, mean temperature of condensation, pressure and volumetric expansion ratio, volumetric expandability, as well as the heat of preheating, vaporization, superheating, cooling, and liquefaction. Moreover, isentropic expansion work was considered as the rating parameter. The presented method can be used for selecting the working fluid for the ORC system, which is supplied by a heat source and heat sink featuring a specified thermal power and temperature. Moreover, using this method, it is possible to select the volumetric expander for the ORC system based on the comparison of the calculated parameters, the pressure expansion ratio, and specific expansion work. The proposed method is universal and can be easily adopted for different working fluids, different assumptions, and ORCs employing turbines as the expanders. Therefore, using this method, it is possible to compare many different ORCs powered by different heat sources. The method can also be applied for comparing different ORCs to classical steam power plants. In order to illustrate this treatment, sets of calculations were performed in order to give an outlook for the selection of working fluids and a volumetric expander. Special attention was paid to a multi-vane expander. The calculation results showed the comparison of the working fluid candidates for different operating conditions of an ORC system. These results can be helpful for scientists and engineers dealing with ORCs and volumetric expanders for making quick estimations and comparisons of different ORCs.
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